
 

 

DexCom Bullish Trade Sees Relative Strength Holding Up 

Ticker/Price: DXCM ($280) 

 

Analysis: 

Dexcom (DXCM) yesterday with 1,000 January $230/$200 bull risk reversals opening for $61 in a stock replacement and name 

which has seen bullish flows throughout March including buyers in the January $410 calls and sellers in the September $195 puts. 

The June $300 calls were bought 650X in mid-February and remain in OI as well, a more than $1.6M position. DXCM has 1500 

January $230 short puts in OI as well as part of bull put spreads. Shares are flagging above the 8, 20 and 50-EMA and just 8% off of 

new 52-week highs, relative strength. Since February, DXCM is forming a small cup and handle pattern under $290 with a breakout 

targeting $375. The $25.74B company trades 14.7X EV/sales and 16.8X cash with limited near-term debt and Current Ratio of 5.5X. 

DXCM sees 45% EPS growth and 23% revenue growth the next two years. The company has seen little impact on supply during the 

COVID-19 pandemic and they have partnered with Abbott Labs to supply CGM systems for hospital use. DXCM is continuing to 

gain share in the continuous glucose monitoring market with their G6 sensor capacity doubling last year driving new patient growth. 

They’ve been working to expand their scale including building out pharmacy access including a new partnership with Walgreens for 

Medicare patients. DXCM sees a long runway in the diabetes market with just 6% of patients receiving adequate care. And the 

transition away from finger sticks towards CGM remains in the early stages with just 15% of type 2 patients and 35% of type 1 

patients currently covered. Longer-term, DXCM is focused on growing outside the US where they estimate the TAM is 5X the 

current markets. Analysts have an average target for shares of $261. Cowen positive on 4-1 seeing DXCM as the best bounce back 

candidate in coverage during COVID-19. The firm continues to see room for significant top and bottom line upside versus 

expectation. Citi starting at Buy on 3-4 and real believers in the CGM market, not only today but where it is going, with Dexcom at 

its lead. Guggenheim with a $300 PT seeing a long growth runway as CGM adoption continues to ramp and the company branches 

out into other patient groups. Short interest is 4.7% and declining. Hedge fund ownership rose 3% in Q4 with Lone Pine a top buyer 

of 1M shares.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: DXCM has been our top med-tech name for years and continues to be positioned well in this 

environment as the best way to play the worsening trends in diabetes. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


